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NOIDA  STNIF  MEERUT  

QLLVYX B) RJJWZV  C) RJJWZY  D) RIIVYX 

74) FORGET  DPPHCU  
DOCTOR  

A) BPAUMS  B) BPAUPS C) EMDRPP D) BPARPP 

75) DECEMBER  ERMBCEDE  
ERMBVENO  

A) SEPTEMBER  B) AUGUST C) NOVEMBER D) OCTOBER 

´ ÷

÷ ´  5 2 Z = Z_  Af !( ´ & ÷ * 2 5 v Z = !( 

Sf !( 2 & ´ * ÷  5 v Z = !&  0f !( ÷ &2 * ´ 5 v Z  = ZZ 
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1) ADVERTISE  2) ADMIT  3) ADDITION 4) ADHESIVE 

ANS :- 3,4,2,1 

85) the green eyed monster means. 

A) devil with green eyes  B) a sea creature 
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C) any animal with green eyes  D) jealousy 

86) to poke one’s nose means…………. 

A) to interfere B) to encourage C) to scold D) to smell 

Mention the which part if the following sentence is incorrect (87-90) 

87) the number of seats in all the colleges have been increased for STS 

A) the number of seats  B) in all the college 

C) have been increased  D) for STS 

88) despite of his best efforts he could not manage the situation. 

A) despite of his  B) best efforts 

C) he could not manage  D) the situation 

89) five years have passed that I returned from and settled in the part of the 

country. 

A) five years have passed  B) that I returned from 

C) and settled in  D) no error 

90) she was extremely annoyed by her lover’s unreasonable behavior. 

A) she was extremely  B) annoyed by 

C) behavior  D) no error 

91)………….care would have prevented the accident. 

A) little B) the little  C) a little D) a few 

92) the meeting was adjourned for want of…………..quorum. 

A) the  B) a  C) an  D) no article 

93) sir C.V raman is…………… newton of india. 

A) the  B) a  C) an  D) no article 

94) ……………..dangs is the smallest district of Gujarat. 

A) the  B) a  C) an  D) no article 
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95) he could not buy it because he had………. 

A) no rupees B) not rupees C) not money D) no money 

96) shilpa as well as her friends is doing…………..work. 

A) their B) her  C) here D) theirs 

97) I hate……………. Talking too much. 

A) him B) his  C) he  D) himself 

98) none………….the fool can trust him. 

A) all  B) that C) which  D) but 

99) he had no option other……………to yield. 

A) but  B) than  C) as  d) yet 

100) he is well versed……………many languages. 

A) in  B) of  C) about D) on 
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